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Using Closed Captions to Support Learners 

The closed caption feature on Zoom provides assistive technology to help learners follow along 
during meetings and webinars.  Although this is designed for participants who may have 
hearing impairments, it can also be used for other purposes.  By introducing this strategy to 
learners, they will also be able to recognize when this technology is available in other mediums 
in their daily life.  Using closed captions is optional when you meet with learners, but it may 
provide a helpful strategy to provide additional support during sessions.   

This tip sheet provides some suggestions about when and how to use closed captions when 
meeting with a learner to provide digital support. 

 

When to use closed captions 

 The learner has a hearing impairment. 
 The learner has poor audio connections (For example, they need help to join audio) or 

there is background noise that interferes with comprehension. 
 The learner is having trouble understanding most sentences you are saying and 

frequently asks for repetition or seems lost. 
 The learner has strong reading skills, but very weak listening skills. 

 

Helpful reminders 

 The closed caption feature in Zoom has options of assigning someone to type or auto-
transcribe.  If you are choosing auto-transcription, tell the learner that there may be 
some mistakes in grammar and words. 

o This is an important point to emphasize because auto-transcribe on some 
mediums may not be very accurate.  Learners need to expect that this function is 
helpful, but never perfect. 

 If the learner can follow most instructions well and doesn’t have any hearing 
impairment, closed captions are not necessary.  If there are only occasional words the 
learner doesn’t understand, consider using the whiteboard or screenshare to display the 
words and meanings.  Using Google translate, Google images or the Learner’s Dictionary 
from this resource is preferrable for clients with lower-level English over showing a 
dictionary definition. 

 You cannot assign someone to type or type the captions yourself from a mobile device.  
You can start a meeting and turn on the auto-transcription on a mobile device.   
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How to turn on closed captions 

Step 1: Turn on closed captioning in your meeting settings 

1. Sign into Zoom on an Internet browser.  Check the “In Meeting (Advanced)” settings.   
 
Scroll down to find Closed captioning.   
 
Make sure that you turn on Closed captioning, check what you want to allow and turn 
on Save captions. 
 

 

 

Now, all meetings you start will have Closed captioning as an option. 

 

 

Step 2: Adjust the font size 

You can make changes to the size of the closed captions to better suit your preferences.  It is 
important to remember that your settings do not impact the way captions appear for 
participants (learners).  If learners need larger font, they need to make changes in their Zoom 
settings also. 
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There are 2 ways to get to the accessibility settings: 

From the Zoom app In the meeting 
1. Open your profile in the top right-

hand corner. 
 

2. Click on Settings. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Click the ^ up arrow next to the 
closed captions button. 
 

2. Click on Subtitle settings… 
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The default font size for captions is “small”.  You can adjust the size here. 
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Step 3: Turn on closed captions in a meeting 

After you have started the meeting, you should notice a Closed captions button in the meeting 
controls.  If you do not see it, you should return to step 1 in these instructions and check your 
settings again. 

 

The button will look like this:   or  

 

When you click on the Closed captions button, you’ll see different options for the captions.  
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OPTIONS: 

Assign a participant to type 

o This is a good option if you have a co-host.  For example, a MOSAIC staff member or a 
volunteer joining you.  It will allow you to focus on the learner while the other person 
focuses on typing the captions. 
 

I will type 

o This is a good option if you want to ensure accuracy for a short time. 
o This is good for displaying short instructions when communication has broken down and 

a learner keeps requiring a step to be repeated or re-phrased. 
o This means you need to multi-task, so it isn’t recommended you use this option for an 

entire meeting time a sit may become tiring or distracting for you. 
 

Use a 3rd party CC service 

o This is an option if you’d like to connect to Google translate or another tool. 
o Some 3rd party tools are free, but many are not.  The free options may not be as 

accurate, so it isn’t recommended to rely on this option. 
 

Enable Auto-Transcription 

o This Zoom feature will transcribe whoever is speaking automatically. 
o This is a good option when you don’t want to focus on the closed captions, but just want 

to offer them as an additional support during the meeting. 
o Remind learners that the captions may not always be accurate.  On average they are 

~80%+ accurate, but this depends on accuracy in pronunciation and speed of speech. 

If you assign a participant to type or type the closed captions yourself, you’ll notice a CC next to 
the name in the Participants list. 
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If someone is typing the captions manually, they will see this window:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The person typing needs to type in 
the box and press enter to share the 
transcriptions. 

 

 

 

In the meeting, everyone will be able to see the captions. 
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You can choose to hide the captions if you don’t want to see them by clicking the ^ up arrow 
next to the closed captions button and selecting “Hide Subtitle”.  This does not turn off the 
captions for participants in the meeting.  If you want to see the captions again on your screen, 
follow the same instructions and select “Show subtitle”.  You can also choose to open the 
closed captioning history for the meeting by selecting “View Full Transcript”. 

 

If you want to stop the closed captions for everyone in the meeting, click “Disable Auto-
Transcription”. 
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If you assigned someone to type closed 
captions, you can find their name in the 
participants list and click “More”.  Then, 
choose “Remove Permission to Type closed 
Captions”. 
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Using a Mobile Device for Closed Captioning 

As mentioned earlier in this tip sheet, you cannot manually transcribe captions when using a 
mobile device.  However, you can turn on auto-transcription. 

In order to have this option, you need to confirm that you have closed captioning in your 
meeting settings.   

 

After you open the Zoom app, open 
“Settings”. 

 

 

Then, open “Meeting”. 
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Check that you have closed captions turned on.  

                

 

After starting the meeting on your smartphone, go to “More”. 

 

 

 

Select “Enable Live Transcript”.   You can “Disable Live Transcript” by following the same steps. 
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How to help learners use closed captions 

Many newcomers have experience in using subtitles.  They may be unaware of the difference 
between subtitles and closed captioning.  For the purpose of using Zoom with learners, they are 
interchangeable. 

Here’s a brief comparison for your reference. 

Closed Captions Subtitles 
o Are in the same language as the 

speaker 
o Include sounds and descriptions of 

who is speaking 
o Are aimed at viewers who do not 

have audio sound or have hearing 
impairments 

o Are required by law for accessibility in 
Canada and USA 

o Are not distinguished separate from 
subtitles in countries outside North 
America 

o Synchronized to speech 

o May be translations into other 
languages 

o Often focus on only speech 
o Are aimed at viewers who are 

listening at the same time. 
o Synchronized to speech 

 

You can screenshare the learner instructions and videos for how to use closed captions.  Email 
the resources before or after the session for the learner’s ongoing reference. 

 Learner Instructions: 
o Meeting Controls (Computer) – Use closed captions 
o Meeting Controls (Mobile Device) – Use closed captions 

 
 Video for Learners: 

o How to turn on closed captions on a computer 

 

Additional resources 

 Video for trainers: 
o Using closed captions for remote support 

  


